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We present a further instalment of Mr Kitchen's outline-appreciation of the Old Testament.
The series will be concluded with a general survey of 'profiles and perspectives' in our next
issue.

JUDAH ALONE AND BABYLONIAN EXILE, c. 640-539 BC
1. Historical outlines and background
a. Josiah, c. 640-609 BC. This king is most famed for his attempts at religious reform (2 Ki.
22-23; 2 Ch. 34-35), when a 'book of the law' was found.1 The new XXVIth Dynasty in Egypt
began as an Assyrian vassal, but became Assyria's ally (out of self-interest) against Babylon
and Media. In 609 BC, Necho II thus marched to Assyria's aid. Josiah saw his chance to bring
down Assyria by hindering the pharaoh, but paid for his effort with his life (2 Ki. 23: 28-29; 2
Ch. 35: 20-24). And in 609/8, the shrunken Assyrian realm vanished forever,2 leaving
Babylon master.
b. Decline and fall of Judah, 609-582 BC. In 605 BC, the Babylonians decisively defeated
Necho II of Egypt, claiming Syria-Palestine (cf. 2 Ki. 24: 1, 7), taking hostages (Dn. 1: 1-7);
at this time, Nebuchadnezzar II became king of Babylon.3 Babylon was less successful against
Egypt in 601, and Jehoiakim foolishly rebelled against Babylon (2 Ki. 24: 1). After siege,
Jerusalem capitulated in March 597 BC; young Jehoiachin and many Judaeans were carried
off to Babylon (2 Ki. 24: 10-17; 2 Ch. 36: 5-10; Je. 24: 1), as the Babylonian chronicle also
records.4 Zedekiah learned nothing from his predecessors' errors, and in turn rebelled (2 Ki.
24: 20) with the connivance of the pharaoh Hophra (Je. 44: 30; cf. 37: 5). This time the
Babylonians utterly swept away city, temple and state in 587/6 BC,5 and more people after the
trouble in 582 BC.6
c. The Babylonian exile. At court, Jehoiachin and family were on regular allowances;
ration-tablets for 595-570 BC were found at Babylon.7 Nebuchadnezzar eventually attacked
Egypt in 568/7 BC,8 as predicted there by Jeremiah (46: 13ff.) and Ezekiel in Babylonia (29:
17ff.), among the exiles. Cyrus II took over Media (550) then Babylon (539).
2. Literary prophets, 7th-6th centuries BC
a. Nahum, Zephaniah, Habakkuk, Obadiah. As the Assyrians had sacked Egyptian Thebes
(c. 663 BC),9 so would Nineveh crash (as it did, c. 612)10 and his people be free of her,
proclaimed Nahum (1: 12-15). Zephaniah upbraided the sins of Judah and her neighbours in
Josiah's time. With the Babylonian triumph (605 BC and after), Habakkuk was concerned
over the judgment of his people and the wickedness of the oppressor. Edom treacherously
rose against Judah c. 586 BC when struck down by Babylon; Obadiah's brief utterance may

date from this episode (or perhaps later). There is no cause to deny authorship of any of these
books to the men named.
b. Jeremiah. Active from c. 627 BC (Je. 1: 2; 25: 3) until at least 582 when he was carried
into Egypt (Je. 40-43; 52: 30); his book shows real personal qualities. Its composition may be
threefold: (i) Individual prophecies could be written down as given (e.g. by Baruch), and at
one stage everything from 627 BC (' the beginning ...') down to 604 BC (cf. Je. 36, 604). (ii)
Once in Egypt, Jeremiah and Baruch probably ended by putting together all that is in Je. 1-51
(1-36 + 37-51), ending with the colophon, 'Thus far are the words of Jeremiah' (51: 64 end).
(iii) Je. 52 is substantially11 the same as 2 Ki. 25, ending with Evil—Merodach favouring
Jehoiachin in Babylon in 562 BC, some twenty years (and many hundred miles) from phase
(ii). Thus, when copies reached Babylon, its account of the kingdom's end (Je. 39) was
supplemented with chapter 52. This 'appendix' apart, there is no reason to deny the
authenticity of the book as a whole. The book has no marked structure, but one may see12 (a) a
series of oracles, 1-25 from the time of Josiah to Zedekiah and (b) narratives, 26-52
(incorporating oracles, e.g. 30, 31, 46-51, from the time of Jehoiakim and afterwards).
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c. Ezekiel. Like his elder colleague Jeremiah, both prophet and priest. He too had to proclaim
the downfall of Judah and Jerusalem (1-24) as well as against the sinful nations around
(25-32). Thereafter, once downfall came, he was then, commissioned to proclaim restoration
in given conditions (33-35) of the people (36-37, despite future threats, 38-39), and of the
temple as focus of restored worship in a renewed nation and land (40-48). False confidence
had to be destroyed, and a thereafter dispirited people given new and true hope.
d. Daniel. A work of six chapters mainly narrative, and six of complementary visions; its
datelines run from 'the third year of Jehoiakim' (c. 605) and Nebuchadnezzar II to the first and
third year of Cyrus II (c. 538, 536; 1: 21; 10: 1), and it is essentially a unity. It purports to be
by Daniel under the Neo-Babylonian and Persian Empires, serving its rulers and having
visions of empires and kingdoms to come with periods of time. Here, the point on which all
turns is the reader's own attitude to biblical prophecy, and specifically whether it may include
the future or not. If so, no problem need arise. If not, tension is immediate, and the work will
be dated (regardless of anything else) to the second century BC.13 Linguistically, there is no
valid support for the late date,14 nor are the historical errors securely founded;15 an early date
is feasible, despite strongly-held prejudices to the contrary.
3. Judah and exile: other literature
a. Poetry. (i) Lamentations. This touching lament breathes the atmosphere of fallen
Jerusalem, while its poetic form indicates reflection on and after the event. It may well date to
the 580s BC; no real evidence exists either for or against Jeremiah's supposed authorship. The
literary category of lamentation over the fall of a notable city is very ancient in the biblical
Near East. Some ten to fifteen centuries before, Mesopotamia produced the Curse of Agade
(c. 2000 BC)16 and Lamentations over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur17 (including hope of
restoration) and over Ur itself.18
(ii) Psalms. To the Exile belongs at least the anguish of Psalm 137.

b. The prophetic history — Kings. This book takes the story of the Hebrews from the death
of David to the fall of his dynasty and its fortunes in exile, c. 561 BC (2 Ki. 25: 31-34). Like
the book of Samuel which it follows,19 it is an anonymous narrative. Its standpoint is that of
the prophets, and it sets forth the failure of kings and people on the central matters of apostasy
in terms of the law and covenant, and the dissolution of Israel and exile of Judah as the
consequential punishment from God. The term 'Deuteronomic history' is understandable, but
is too narrow a label, perhaps even erroneous, as the basic concepts involved reached far
beyond Deuteronomy and even beyond just the Old Testament.20 The chronicular style, and
synchronisms between the two kingdoms, find some analogy in Mesopotamian
historiography;21 the chronological data in Kings exhibit the highest standards of accuracy.22

RESTORATION AND DIASPORA UNDER PERSIA, c. 539-330 BC
4. Historical outlines and background
a. The return. Babylon fell quickly to Cyrus in 539 BC,23 after a sharp battle at Opis for the
province of Babylon.24 The new ruler brought in a new policy of returning subject peoples and
deities to their homelands.25 The decrees of Cyrus sent images of Babylonian deities back to
their cities — and the Jews back to Judea, as many as wished (Ezr. 1: 1ff.). There is no
warrant to dispute the authenticity of the decrees of Cyrus or Darius I (Ezr. 6: 2-5).26 Darius
confirmed a similar decree of Cyrus in Asia Minor;27 Cambyses and Darius I showed interest
in temples in Egypt;28 and in the late fifth century Darius
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II was concerned with the cult of Jews at Aswan in Egypt ('passover papyrus').29 Sheshbazzar
as governor with Zerubbabel (adjutant?) began a new temple in Jerusalem, but Samaritan
interference delayed its completion till 515 BC.
b. Time of Xerxes I. The narrative of Esther is set in this reign, otherwise alluded to only in
Ezra 4: 6.
c. Ezra and Nehemiah. In the seventh year of Artaxerxes I of Persia (458 BC),30 Ezra the
scribe came (with further migrants) to regulate spiritual life in Judea, including temple
matters (Ezr. 7-8). A crisis arose over paganizing marriages, resolved by separations rather
than face possible absorption of the Hebrew community and its role for the future (9-10).
Thereafter, Ezra disappears from Palestinian affairs for a decade; being responsible to the
Persian administration, he had probably returned to his office in Babylon.31 Later, the
cupbearer Nehemiah heard of the sad state of unwalled Jerusalem; in Artaxerxes' twentieth
year (445 BC), he got permission to go and rebuild the walls as governor (Ne. 1ff.; 10: 1). In
this task, plus a covenant and dedication of the walls, he was seconded by Ezra (8; 10; 12:
36). Abuses that had arisen in Ezra's absence, including more paganizing liaisons, were
corrected (Ne. 5; 13), some on a second spell as governor from 433 BC (13: 6-7).
As builder, Nehemiah faced three foes. First was Sanballat, governor of Samaria;32 second,
Tobiah, governor in Ammon,33 third and most dangerous was Geshem (or Gashmu), known
now to have been local king of Qedar in north Arabia, a realm linked with the Persian court.34

d. Epilogue. After 433 BC, little is known of Hebrew history for some time. The
recently-discovered Samaria papyri35 indicate that Sanballat II, Hananiah and Sanballat III
were governors in Samaria in the fourth century BC down to the coming of Alexander the
Great. A Jewish community at Aswan in Egypt of the fifth century BC is long known,36 while
back in Babylonia various Jews had dealings with the banking firm of Murashu and Sons c.
450-400 BC.37 Thus, by the dawn of the Hellenistic age, Jews were to be found in both
Palestine and far beyond, a situation intensified by Roman times and the period of the New
Testament.
5. Literary prophets, late 6th century BC
a. Haggai prophesied in the second year of Darius I, to encourage the people to resume the
rebuilding of the temple.
b. Zechariah followed up Haggai in his exhortations, with eight visions that year (Zc. 1-6); in
the fourth year, he proclaimed obedience better than fasting (7-8). The rest of the book
contains just two sections, each headed 'oracle' (9-11; 12-14). There is hardly anything that
can really be labelled as inconsistent with Zechariah's time. However, scholars are not lacking
who would date these either long after Zechariah,38 or (remarkably) earlier than he.39 But it is
possible that they are oracles given by Zechariah later in his career, and included with 1-8 in
the one book.
c. Malachi is, strictly, undated. But as the Jews have a governor (1: 8) and a temple and cult
(1-2), the Persian age is generally agreed. Probably some time after Haggai and Zechariah, he
seeks to stir up God's people who have relapsed into slackness.
6. Post-exilic historiography
a. Ezra. This has two parts: events before Ezra (1-6), activities of Ezra (7-10). The former
includes (i) the return in 538 BC, (ii) temple-building under Darius I (4: 1-5, 24; 5-6), and (iii)
various opposition to the Jews under Xerxes I and Artaxerxes I (4: 6-23).40 The latter covers
essentially Ezra's activities in 458 BC; there is no reason to date the extant book much later or
assume any author other than Ezra.41
b. Esther. Its local colour as a narrative is clearly Persian and no later. As history, it is often
dismissed, but usually on rather subjective and flimsy grounds.42 Mordecai may be known
from contemporary Persian
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documents under Xerxes I.43 The book explains the origin of a feast.
c. Nehemiah is almost throughout in the first person and devoted to his activities as governor
of Judah, c. 445-430 BC. The book begins with a proper title (1: 1, 'The Words of
Nehemiah...'), and so should not be regarded as one book with Ezra, whatever later tradition
may opine. It will have been written by Nehemiah about 420 BC or soon after.44
d. The priestly history — Chronicles. This work is notable for its use of genealogies45 (esp.
1-9), and interest in the temple and cult. Such 'religious' chronicles are by no means foreign to
the biblical Near East, early or late.46 On date, the narrative ends with the decree of Cyrus,

538 BC (2 Ch. 36: 22-23). But the genealogies continue down further, especially that of David
whose line runs through to grandsons of Zerubbabel in 1 Chronicles 3: 1-21, probably born c.
525 BC.47 Four following generations (verses 22-24) would follow with the last born within
about 440/430 BC — which puts the effective date of Chronicles in the time of Nehemiah.48
Authorship is unknown. It is fashionable to regard Ezra as the Chronicler, although there is no
evidence for or against.49 On historicity, the older Alttestamentler could hardly treat the
Chronicler with enough contempt; but in fact, his work — like other such 'culturally late'
compilations50 — contains a mass of valuable data preserved to us from no other source. And
when checks are available, his data can and do find confirmation.51
7. Other literature
a. Undated works. Job stands grandly alone in the Old Testament — dateless and
undateable. His figure is partriarchal, and appears as a righteous man of old in Ezekiel 14: 14,
20. Dates offered for the book vary wildly, from Moses to the Persian age.52 The literary form
is interesting: 'A-B-A', prose prologue, high-flown speeches, prose epilogue. This scheme is
visible in the Eloquent Peasant in Egypt (twenty-second century BC), again for a work
embodying a dispute; Job is rooted linguistically in North West Semitic.53
b. Keeping the heritage. Thus, by about 400 BC (on the views propounded in this series of
studies-m-brief), a considerable body of varied writings had accumulated. These, and
doubtless other literature, were valued by the Jewish communities, and recopied and
transmitted by its scribes from the fourth century BC onwards. From the whole, a body of
writings — 'the Law', 'the Prophets' (prophetical books and narratives) and '(other) Writings'
(psalms, etc., etc.) — emerged with the status of God-given Scripture, of eternal significance;
some were doubtless so recognized sooner, others later. Thus came in due time the Old
Testament.
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